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        Introduction 
  Sgs1 is the only known   Saccharomyces cerevisiae   member of 
the RecQ helicase family of DNA unwinding proteins, which is 
involved in the maintenance of genomic stability in organisms 
ranging from   Escherichia coli   to humans. Mutations in at least 
three of the fi  ve human genes encoding RecQ helicases (BLM, 
WRN, and RECQ4) promote genomic instability and cancer. 
Specifi  c mutations in BLM cause Bloom  ’  s Syndrome (BS), 
which is characterized by increased sister chromatid exchanges 
and a wide variety of tumors, as well as diabetes and immuno-
defi   ciency (  Hickson et al., 2001  ;   Mohaghegh and Hickson, 
2002  ;   Thompson and Schild, 2002  ;   Kaneko and Kondo, 2004  ). 
WRN mutations, which cause Werner  ’  s syndrome (WS), pro-
mote cancer, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and immuno-
defi  ciency and accelerate other age-related changes, including 
graying of the hair, wrinkling of the skin, and osteoporosis 
(  Epstein et al., 1966  ;   Ozgenc and Loeb, 2005  ). The fi  rst connec-
tion between the yeast WRN/BLM homologue and premature 
aging was demonstrated by the fact that mutants lacking   SGS1  
showed a shortened replicative life span (  Sinclair et al., 1997  ). 
Furthermore, expression of either human BLM or WRN gene in 
yeast was able to suppress certain recombination phenotypes of 
yeast lacking   SGS1   (  Yamagata et al., 1998  ), indicating that these 
human genes are, at least in part, functional homologues of 
  SGS1  . Sgs1 is required to prevent defective DNA recombina-
tion, which causes premature G2/M arrest and senescence 
(  Johnson et al., 2001  ;   McVey et al., 2001  ). RecQ helicases cata-
lyze the DNA unwinding through the conserved RecQ domain, 
which was originally described for the   E. Coli   RecQ protein 
(  Gangloff et al., 1994  ;   Sun et al., 1999  ). In the   S. cerevisiae  
Sgs1 (1,447 aa), the RecQ domain is followed, as in most of the 
RecQ proteins, by a RecQ C-terminal domain (a C-terminal ex-
tension from the helicase domain, which is involved in protein  –
  protein interactions) and the HRCD domain (helicase/RNase D 
W
erner and Bloom syndromes are human dis-
eases characterized by premature age-related 
defects including elevated cancer incidence. 
Using a novel   Saccharomyces cerevisiae   model system for 
aging and cancer, we show that cells lacking the RecQ 
helicase   SGS1   (WRN and BLM homologue) undergo 
premature age-related changes, including reduced life 
span under stress and calorie restriction (CR), G1 arrest 
defects, dedifferentiation, elevated recombination errors, 
and age-dependent increase in DNA mutations. Lack of 
  SGS1   results in a 110-fold increase in gross chromosomal 
rearrangement frequency during aging of nondividing 
cells compared with that generated during the initial 
population expansion. This underscores the central role 
of aging in genomic instability. The deletion of   SCH9   
(homologous to AKT and S6K), but not CR, protects 
against the age-dependent defects in   sgs1        by inhibiting 
error-prone recombination and preventing DNA damage 
and dedifferentiation. The conserved function of Akt/S6k 
homologues in lifespan regulation raises the possibility 
that modulation of the IGF-I  –  Akt  –  56K pathway can pro-
tect against premature aging syndromes in mammals.
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  Figure 1.       Chronological survival of   sgs1       mutants.   (A and B) Chronological survival in synthetic complete medium (SDC) of wild-type (DBY746) and 
  sgs1        mutant cells in standard conditions or after chronic exposure (days 1 and 3) to either 1 mM H  2  O  2   (A) or 0.001% MMS (B). Data represent the 
mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 12  –  17). *, P   <   0.05 (  sgs1        treated cells vs. wild-type treated cells). (C) Oxidative stress and heat shock resistance of wild-type and 
  sgs1        mutant. Day-3 cells were exposed to 100 mM H  2  O  2   for 30 min, 250      M menadione for 60 min (top), or heat shock treatment at 55  °  C for 90 min 
(bottom). These experiments were repeated three times with similar results. (D) Survival and regrowth/dedifferentiation during the high mortality phase (day 
7  –  17) of wild-type and   sgs1        mutant. A representative experiment is shown (see   Table I  ). (E) Cell-cycle proﬁ  les of wild-type (DBY746) and   sgs1        mutant 
cells during log phase and from day 1  –  7. (F) Budding index of wild-type and   sgs1        mutant cells. Data represent the mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 7  –  8). **, P   <   0.01 
(  sgs1        cells vs. wild-type cells).     
(  Azam et al., 2006  ). The Sgs1  –  Top3 complex has also been 
implicated in interactions with mismatch repair proteins ( Myung 
et al., 2001  ). Because mismatch proteins act to limit recombi-
nation between similar, but not identical, DNA sequences, it 
is possible that RecQ proteins also act to limit recombination 
by reversing inappropriate heteroduplex intermediates. In fact, 
hMSH2/6 forms a complex with human BLM  –  p53  –  RAD51 in 
response to the damaged DNA forks during double-stranded  –
  break repair (  Pedrazzi et al., 2003  ;   Yang et al., 2004  ). The hyper-
recombination and erroneous (homeologous) recombination 
seen in   sgs1        cells appear to play a central role in the high level 
of gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) observed in these 
mutant strains (  Onoda et al., 2000  ;   Myung et al., 2001  ;   Myung 
and Kolodner, 2002  ;   Schmidt et al., 2006  ). Sister chromatid 
exchange and exchange of genetic material between different 
C terminal, which is involved in DNA binding). Moreover, Sgs1 
contains key domains, including one required for S-phase 
checkpoint function and others that interact with Top3, Rad51, 
or checkpoint kinase Rad53 (  Miyajima et al., 2000b  ;   Mullen 
et al., 2000  ;   Onodera et al., 2002  ;   Ui et al., 2005  ). The structural 
complexity of this protein may explain the multiplicity of cellu-
lar processes in which Sgs1 is involved (S-phase checkpoint, 
replication, double-strand break repair, recombination, telomere 
maintenance, etc.), as well as the complexity of phenotypes 
associated with its defi  ciency (  Bennett and Keck, 2004  ;   Cobb 
and Bjergbaek, 2006  ;   Killoran and Keck, 2006  ). 
  The helicase and Top3 interaction domains, but not the 
S-phase checkpoint function domain, were shown to be required 
to prevent rapid clonal senescence in   S. cerevisiae   telomerase 
mutants. This was measured by monitoring population doublings 69 SCH9 DELETION IN A WERNER/BLOOM MODEL SYSTEM   •   MADIA ET AL.
cultures (  Fabrizio et al., 2004  ). The frequency of this phenotype 
was doubled in cells lacking cytosolic superoxide dismutase 1 
and greatly reduced in long-lived mutants or mutants over-
expressing superoxide dismutases (  Fabrizio et al., 2004  ). Because 
both WS and BS are associated with elevated age-dependent 
cancer incidence, we tested whether mutations in   SGS1   affected 
this dedifferentiation phenotype. Subpopulations of cells were 
considered to be dedifferentiating/regrowing if the viability counts 
during the high mortality phase (days 7  –  17) either increased 
by at least 50% or did not decrease in three consecutive counts 
(6 d) as expected, based on the normal age-dependent exponen-
tial increase in mortality rates (  Finch, 1990  ). Early dedifferenti-
ation occurred in 3 out of 38 wild-type DBY746 cultures but in 
18 out of 38   sgs1        cultures (48%; P = 0.005 [Fisher  ’  s exact 
test];   Fig. 1 D   and   Table I  ). The frequency of dedifferentiation 
in wild-type cells was lower than that reported in our previous 
study (  Fabrizio et al., 2004  ) because dedifferentiation after 
day 17 was not considered. Similarly, in the SP1 genetic back-
ground, early dedifferentiation occurred in two out of three wild-
type cultures (67%) and three out of three   sgs1        cultures 
(100%), and in the BY4741 background in one out of six wild-
types cultures (17%) but three out of six   sgs1        cultures (50%; 
  Table I  ). These results suggest that Sgs1 contributes to the pre-
vention of age-dependent dedifferentiation. 
  To further test the hypothesis that Sgs1 might exert a role 
in blocking cellular dedifferentiation, we determined cell-cycle 
and budding index profi  les during aging. FACS analysis showed 
a similar profi  le for both log-phase wild-type and   sgs1        mu-
tant cells (  Fig. 1 E   and   Table II  ). Starting on day 1, wild-
type cells were mostly G1 arrested with only 5% of cells with 
small buds (  Fig. 1 F  ), and a lower percentage of cells were in 
S phase (  Table II  ). The effi  ciency of G1 arrest is indicated by 
the increased height and narrowness of the G1-DNA content 
  Table I.       Percentage of age-dependent early dedifferentiation 
(days 7  –  17)   
  Strains 
Background Wild type  
  % (n)
  sgs1        
  % (n)
  sch9    sgs1         
  % (n)
  DBY746  8.0 (38) 47.4 (38)   
a   12.0  (25)   
b   
  BY4741  16.7 (6) 50.0 (6) 0.0 (6)
  SP1  66.7 (3) 100.0 (3) 0.0 (3)
 
a  P = 0.005 (vs. wild type; Fisher’s exact test).
 
b  P = 0.036 (vs.   sgs1       ; Fisher  ’  s exact test).
  Table II.       Percentage of cells in each cell-cycle compartment at early 
time points   
Strain
Time point Cell-cycle  
  phase
  Wild type 
(DBY746) 
    sgs1           sch9    sgs1       
Log phase   sub G1 0.0 0.6 0.4
  G1 31.5 35.2 59.4
  S 16.6 11.8 3.0
  G2/M 51.9 52.9 37.6
Day 1   sub G1 0.3 0.3 0.0
  G1 82.0 69.5 71.7
  S 0.0 4.0 12.3
  G2/M 18.0 26.4 15.6
Day 2   sub G1 0.4 0.2 0.0
  G1 82.5 68.8 86.9
  S 1.5 12.6 7.5
  G2/M 16.0 18.5 5.7
Day 3   sub G1 2.9 2.0 0.0
  G1 79.4 72.9 86.6
  S 7.8 14.0 9.3
  G2/M 12.7 13.1 4.1
Data are from FACS analysis measurements presented in   Figs. 1 E and 5 B   and 
calculated using MODFIT.
chromosomes may be important features of RecQ helicase defi  -
ciency because they are commonly observed in human BS cells 
(  Ellis et al., 1995  ;   German, 1995  ). WS cells do not show an ele-
vated sister chromatid  –  exchange frequency, but they do display 
increased illegitimate recombination and a high frequency of 
large chromosomal deletions (  Shen and Loeb, 2000  ). 
  In this paper, we develop a simple yeast system modeling 
BS and WS, based on studies of the chronological life span 
(CLS) and on the monitoring of cell-cycle profi  le, DNA muta-
tions, chromosomal rearrangements, and dedifferentiation of 
  sgs1        mutants during chronological aging. Using this model 
system, we describe a marked age-dependent increase in vari-
ous categories of mutations in cells lacking   SGS1,   which can be 
prevented by the deletion of   SCH9  , a homologue of mammalian 
  AKT   and S6 kinase (  Toda et al., 1988  ;   Urban et al., 2007  ). 
We provide evidence that points to enhanced cellular protection 
against stress, tighter G1 arrest, and reduced recombination 
errors as mechanisms by which lack of Sch9 activity protects 
against genomic instability and dedifferentiation associated with 
accelerated aging in   sgs1        mutants. 
  Results 
  Aging in   sgs1       mutants 
 Yeast   sgs1        of three different genetic backgrounds (DBY746, 
BY4741, and SP1) did not have a shortened CLS when maintained 
in standard glucose/ethanol-containing medium (  Fig. 1 A   and 
Fig. S1, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb
.200707154/DC1). This observation was confi  rmed by measuring 
CLS using the phloxin B live/dead staining (  Kucsera et al., 2000  ), 
which ruled out the possibility that wild-type cells may live longer 
than   sgs1        mutants but may be unable to form a colony. However, 
premature death was observed after chronic exposure of  sgs1       mu-
tants to either hydrogen peroxide or the alkylating agent methyl 
methane sulfonate (MMS;   Fig. 1, A and B  ). Sgs1-defi  cient cells 
aging chronologically were also hypersensitive to acute heat shock 
or acute treatment with hydrogen peroxide or the superoxide/H  2 O 2 -
generating agent menadione (  Fig. 1 C  ). 
  Increased chronological age-dependent 
dedifferentiation and G1 arrest defects in 
yeast   sgs1       mutants 
  We have previously shown that yeast mutants reminiscent of 
cancer cells, which dedifferentiate and grow by using the nutrients 
released by dead cells, can emerge within aging   S. cerevisiae  JCB • VOLUME 180 • NUMBER 1 • 2008  70
increase in wild-type cells and a 110-fold increase in the   sgs1       
mutant between days 1 and 13 (  Fig. 2 B  ), underscoring the 
central role of aging in genomic instability. It should be noted 
that this increase in GCR frequency was observed on day 13 
when   <  5% of the initial population was still alive. Thus, it repre-
sents a very high genomic instability in the subpopulation 
that survives until day 13. The GCR results are in agreement 
with the inability to totally or partially PCR amplify the   CAN1  
gene in half of the Can 
r   mutants that emerged from   sgs1        cul-
tures (  Table III  ). 
  Point and insertion/deletion mutations in 
  sgs1       mutants 
  As an additional method to monitor the occurrence of point 
mutations in cells aging chronologically, we measured the fre-
quency of age-dependent C  →  T base substitutions, which cause 
reversion of the  trp1-289  amber mutation present in the DBY746 
genetic background and allow growth in the absence of trypto-
phan (Fig. S2). The frequency of   trp1-289   reversion  mutation 
was similar between wild-type and   sgs1        mutants between days 3 
and 9 and was signifi  cantly lower in   sgs1        mutants compared 
with that in wild-type cells at day 11 (  Fig. 2 C  ). These results 
were in agreement with the absence of C  → T  base  substitutions 
in the sequenced   CAN1   genes (  Table III  ). 
  To further characterize the link between Sgs1 and the age-
dependent mutations and as an indirect measure of nonhomolo-
gous end-joining (NHEJ) repair (  Heidenreich et al., 2003  ), we 
examined how lack of Sgs1 affected the frequency of small in-
sertions of 2 or 5 bp or deletions of 1 or 4 bp, which cause a 
frameshift and allow the expression of Lys2 (Fig. S2). We moni-
tored the frequency of reversion of the lysine auxotrophy pheno-
type of a   lys2-Bgl   mutant aging chronologically (  Boulton and 
Jackson, 1996  ;   Heidenreich et al., 2003  ). Although the fre-
quency of   LYS 
+     mutations was similar in young wild-type and 
  sgs1        mutants, it increased by 13-fold in wild-type cells but 
only sixfold in   sgs1        mutants by day 11. The sequencing of the 
mutated   CAN1   gene from   sgs1        mutants at day 7 confi  rmed 
that the frequency of small insertions/deletions was reduced 
(  Table III  ). Collectively, these data indicate that C  → T  substitu-
tions and NHEJ-dependent insertions/deletions occur at a nor-
mal or reduced rate in   SGS1 -defi  cient yeast (  Fig. 2, C and D  ; 
and   Table III  ). 
  Role of Sgs1 functional domains in 
age-dependent genomic instability 
  The characterization of the yeast   SGS1   gene indicated that dif-
ferent   SGS1   domains have distinct functions (  Miyajima et al., 
2000a  ,  b  ;   Mullen et al., 2000  ;   Lo et al., 2006  ). As a fi  rst step 
toward mapping the different Sgs1 domains required for age-
dependent mutation and dedifferentiation avoidance, we generated 
yeast strains lacking either the region encoding for the C-terminal 
200 aa (  sgs1-     C200    ) or the N-terminal 50 aa (  sgs 1 -    N50)     or 
bearing a mutation that disrupts the helicase activity (  sgs1 - hd )  by  a 
single amino acid change within the ATP binding domain of Sgs1 
(K706A;   Mullen et al., 2000  ;   Azam et al., 2006  ). The mutated, 
as well as the wild-type,   SGS1   alleles (  sgs1     -SGS1    ) were inte-
grated at the   LEU2   locus of   sgs1        mutant. Chronological survival 
peak and the smaller amount of cells with an S-phase or G2/M 
content of DNA. In accordance with the dedifferentiation pheno-
type showed by the Sgs1-defi  cient strain (  Fig. 1 D  ),   sgs1       
mutant cultures displayed a slightly lower G1 arrest than wild-
type cells but a threefold increase in budding index (15%) and 
a 2  –  10-fold higher percentage of cells in S phase (  Fig. 1, E and F  ; 
and   Table  II ). 
  Premature genomic instability in   sgs1       
mutants 
  To characterize the type of DNA damage occurring during normal 
and premature aging (  Lombard et al., 2005  ), we monitored the fre-
quency of Can 
r   mutations, GCRs, base substitutions (  trp1-289  
reversions,   trp   
       →  TRP1 
+    ), and small DNA insertions/deletions 
  (lys2-Bgl  →  LYS 
+    ;   Madia et al., 2007  ) in both wild-type and 
Sgs1-defi  cient   S. cerevisiae   aging chronologically (Fig. S2, avail-
able at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200707154/DC1). 
Can 
r   mutations impart cellular resistance to the arginine analogue 
canavanine (  l  -canavanine sulfate) and are easily detectable. 
During growth, they are mostly caused by a combination of 
frameshifts and point mutations in the   CAN1   gene (  Chen et al., 
1998  ). In our previous papers, we showed that in the wild-type 
DBY746 genetic background, spontaneous Can 
r   mutations  in-
creased progressively with age and reached a frequency of 
approximately three to fi  ve per one million cells by day 11  –  13 
(  Fig. 2 A  ;   Fabrizio et al., 2004, 2005  ). Similar to what had been 
shown in growing yeast cells (  Myung et al., 2001  ), mutations in 
  SGS1   did not induce an increase of Can 
r   frequency on day 1 of 
a chronological aging study compared with the wild-type strain 
(  Fig. 2 A  ). However, the frequency increased rapidly in   sgs1       
mutants and reached a threefold higher level than in wild-type 
cells by days 7 and 9 (  Fig. 2 A  ). An analogous, but delayed, ef-
fect on Can 
r  mutations was observed in the longer-lived BY4741 
genetic background (Fig. S3 A). 
  To gain further insight into the type of age-dependent 
mutations, we analyzed the spectra of mutations in 10 Can 
r   mu-
tant colonies from 7-d-old   sgs1        mutant cultures (  Table III  ). 
We were only able to PCR amplify and sequence the entire 
  CAN1   gene in 5 out of 10 Can 
r   mutants from 7-d-old   sgs1        cul-
tures (  Table III  ), which suggests that half of the   CAN1   genes 
contain GCRs that prevent sequencing. Sequencing of the  CAN1  
gene revealed that four mutants carried a single point mutation 
(three with base substitution and one with deletion) and one a 
double mutation (  Table III  ). The four-base substitutions were 
C  →  A transversions (two of four) and T  →  C transitions (two of 
four), whereas the deletions were        and        ( Table  III ).  Thus, 
in addition to suppressing GCRs during growth (  Myung et al., 
2001  ;   Myung and Kolodner, 2002  ), Sgs1 protects against GCRs 
and, possibly, other mutations during chronological aging. 
  Kolodner and co-workers had shown, during the growth 
phase, a 20-fold increase in the rate of GCRs in   sgs1        mutants 
when compared with wild-type yeast (  Myung et al., 2001;   
  Myung and Kolodner, 2002  ). We measured the GCR frequency 
in log-phase (OD  600   of     1) wild-type and Sgs1-defi  cient cul-
tures and obtained similar results (wild type, 0.51   ±   0.03   ×   10 
    8  
cells;   sgs1      ,  8.20   ±   0.45   ×   10 
    8   cells). During chronological 
aging, the frequency of GCRs underwent a 40-fold age-dependent 71 SCH9 DELETION IN A WERNER/BLOOM MODEL SYSTEM   •   MADIA ET AL.
survival when compared with the strain lacking the entire pro-
tein (  sgs1       ) or the wild type (  Fig. 2 E  ). Notably, the cell density 
of yeast lacking the S-phase checkpoint domain (  sgs1-     C200   ) 
continued to increase slightly until day 5 (  Fig. 2 E  ), which is in 
assay, Can 
r   mutation frequency, and GCR frequency assays were 
performed with these strains. 
  Yeast strains lacking the helicase domain (  sgs1 - hd )  or  the 
N-terminal 50-aa region (  sgs 1 -    N50)     showed no difference in 
  Figure 2.       Premature genomic instability in   sgs1       mutants.   (A) Age-dependent mutation frequency in   CAN1   gene, measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   cells 
of wild-type (DBY746) and   sgs1        cells. The mean   ±   SEM is shown (  n   = 12  –  16). (B) Age-dependent GCR frequency measured as Can 
r  5FOA 
r   mutants/10 
8   
cells, in   sgs1        mutants compared with wild-type cells. The mean   ±   SEM is shown (  n   = 7  –  11). (C) Age-dependent spontaneous base-substitution mutations 
measured as tryptophan reversions in wild-type and   sgs1        mutant. Data are presented as mean   ±   SEM. (D) Age-dependent spontaneous small insertion/
deletion mutations measured as Lys 
+   revertants in the EH150 genetic background. Mutation frequencies over time were measured as cumulative appear-
ance of Trp 
+   or Lys 
+  /10 
8   cells. The means   ±   SEM are presented (  n   = 6  –  9). (E  –  G) Survival (E) of mutants carrying   sgs1       ,   sgs1  -       C200, sgs1-     N50  ,   sgs1-hd   
alleles, and   sgs1     SGS1   in DBY746 background and age-dependent mutation frequency of Can 
r   mutants (F) and GCRs (G). The means   ±   SEM are shown 
(  n   = 7  –  8). (H and I) Age-dependent homologous (H) and homeologous (I) recombination frequency measured as His 
+  /10 
6   cells of wild-type and   sgs1        
mutant cells. Data are shown as mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 4). (J) Age-dependent homeologous recombination events, Can 
r   mutation, and GCR frequencies per 
million cells in the DBY746 strain lacking   SGS1  . Data are presented as mean   ±   SEM. *, P   <   0.05; **, P   <   0.01; ***, P   <   0.001 (vs. wild type). ^, P   <   
0.05; ^^, P   <   0.01 (  sgs1        vs.   sgs1-hd  ).     JCB • VOLUME 180 • NUMBER 1 • 2008  72
played a signifi  cantly higher mutation frequency compared with 
the wild type (  sgs1-     C200    , 2.75   ±   0.38       10 
    6 ;   sgs1     SGS1   , 
1.62   ±   0.26       10 
    6  ; P   <   0.05), indicating that the sgs1-       C200    
cells have a slightly higher mutation rate during growth (  Fig. 2 F  ). 
The mutated Sgs1 bearing a deletion in the N-terminal 50 aa 
(  sgs1-     N50)     lacks residues that are essential for the interaction 
with Top3, a type I topoisomerase that cooperates with Sgs1p 
during homologous recombination (  Bennett and Wang, 2001  ; 
agreement with a helicase-independent role for the Sgs1 S-phase 
domain in regulating G1 arrest and dedifferentiation during 
aging. Because this growth effect was not observed in   sgs1     ,    
it appears that the lack of the checkpoint domain in cells that 
otherwise maintain other functions is more permissive to the 
observed additional 20% growth. Lack of the S-phase check-
point function did not affect the age-dependent Can 
r   mutation 
frequency (  Fig. 2 F  ). However, at day 1,   sgs1-     C200     cells  dis-
  Table III.       Spectrum of mutations observed in Can 
r   colonies from day 7   
  Clone   Mutation type   Position from ATG   Sequence 
Wild type   
a   
     1 Base substitution C  →  T Proline-leucine 656 TGTTCC  C  TGTC
     2 Base substitution T  →  G Asparagine-lysine 1173 AAA  T  TCAAATA
Insertion G 1710 GAGGC-G-AATTGT
     3 Duplication 248bp 184  –  431
     4 Base substitution G  →  C Alanine-proline 709 TTTTA  G  CCATTA
Deletion TG Isoleucine-arginine 
  frameshift
1098  –  1099 TTGCTAT  TG  AGAA
     5 Base substitution G  →  T Glycine-valine 353 ACGCCG  G  CCCAG
Insertion A 1341 CAAA-A-GTTTTCG
     6 Base substitution C  →  T Proline-serine 937 GCTGCAAAC  C  CCA
     7  no PCR 
     8 Deletion AT Frameshift 1129  –  1130 TGTCACAT  AT  CTT
Insertion T Frameshift (T  3  -T  4  ) 1086 CCCTTT-T-ATTATT
     9 Base substitution G  →  T Tryptophan-cysteine 531 GGTTTTCTTG  G  CA
Deletion A Frame-shift (A  3  -A  2  ) 663 CAA  A  TATTACGGT
Insertion T Frameshift (T  3  -T  4  ) 1086 CCCTTT-T-ATTATT
     10 Base substitution G  →  A Glutamic acid-lysine 679 GAATTC  G  AGTTCT
Base substitution G  →  T Valine-phenylalanine 907 GAACTA  T  TTGGTA
Deletion A Frameshift 1217 TATCAA  A  GAACAC
  sgs1                    
b   
     1 Base substitution C  →  A Tyrosine-STOP 591 GGACGTA  C  AAAG
Deletion A Frameshift (A  6  -A  5  ) 969 TCAAAAA  A  GTTGC
     2 Deletion T Frameshift 1756 GAATG  T  TGTAGC
     3       partially sequenced 
     4  no PCR 
     5 Base substitution T  →  C Valine-alanine 659 GTTCCCTG  T  CAAA
     6  no PCR 
     7       partially sequenced 
     8  no PCR 
     9 Base substitution T  →  C Tryptophan-arginine 529 GGTTTTCT  T  GGGC
     10 Base substitution C  →  A Alanine-aspartic acid 1166 ATTTCTG  C  CGCAA
  sch9               sgs1                    
c   
     1 Insertion CT Frameshift 1006  –  1007 GCTCTCT-  CT  -ATT
     2 Base substitution G  →  A Glycine-serine 670 ATTAC  G  GTGAATT
     3 Base substitution G  →  T Glutamic acid-STOP 184 TGGC  G  AGGATAC
     4       partially sequenced 
     5  no PCR 
     6 Base substitution A  →  C Tyrosine-serine 1184 TATTT  A  CGTTGGT
     7 Base substitution G  →  T Glycine-valine 911 TAGTTG  G  TATCAC
     8 Base substitution G  →  A Glycine-serine 922 ACTGCTG  G  TGAAG
     9 Base substitution C  →  A Phenylalan-leucine 1193 ACGTTGGTT  C  CTA
     10 Deletion T Frameshift 
  leucine-phenyalan
543 AATCACTTT  T  GCC
Base substitution G  →  C No change 544 AATCACTTTT  G  CC
  Base substitutions: bold, insertions; underline, deletions. 
     
a  Total clones: 10 (no PCR, 1/10; sequenced, 9/10).
  b Total clones: 10 (no PCR, 3/10; partially sequenced, 2/10; sequenced, 5/10).
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damage occurs in nondividing cells and to investigate the asso-
ciation between cell-cycle arrest and mutation frequency, we 
made use of the fractionation method recently described by 
  Allen et al. (2006)  . The cultures subjected to the Percoll density 
gradient separated into two distinct fractions: the upper fraction, 
mainly composed of a heterogeneous population of nonquiescent 
cells that includes dividing, nondividing, apoptotic, and necrotic 
cells and the lower fraction of quiescent cells (  Allen et al., 2006  ). 
The Can 
r   mutation frequency of both fractions derived from 
day-3, -5, and -7 cultures were measured. 
  In the DBY746 background, quiescent cells accounted for 
40% of the wild-type population by day 3 (Fig. S4 A, available 
at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200707154/DC1). This 
percentage gradually decreased to 13% by day 7. In contrast, on 
days 3 and 7, respectively, only 20 and 7% of the   sgs1        cells 
were observed in the lower quiescent fraction (  Fig. 3 A  ). More-
over,   sgs1        cells displayed signifi  cantly higher percentages of 
budding indices (  Fig. 3 B  ) over time in both fractions compared 
with wild type (Fig. S4 B), which suggests a defect in cell-
cycle/G1 arrest and inability to enter into a true   “  quiescent  ”   
state. As expected, the deletion of   SGS1   caused a signifi  cant 
age-dependent increase of mutation frequency in both the upper 
and lower fractions when compared with the wild type (  Fig. 3 C   
and Fig. S4 C). The mutation frequency levels detected in Sgs1-
defi  cient cells were of the same order of magnitude before and 
after treatment with Percoll gradient, indicating that the cell 
separation procedure itself (including high Percoll concentra-
tions) was not responsible for the increase of mutations. 
  To determine whether the initial DNA damage might form 
during cell division and not during aging, we allowed cells from 
days 1, 3, 5, and 7 of a standard CLS study to undergo one popu-
lation doubling before treatment with the toxic canavanine. 
If the initial DNA damage did not occur during aging but during 
the reentry of aging cells into the cell cycle, we would expect 
the population doubling of all the 2       10 
7   cells to cause a major 
increase in mutation frequency. Instead, we observed that the 
frequency of mutations normalized for population size remained 
the same for cells exposed to canavanine before or after one 
population doubling (  Fig. 3 D  ), which suggests that at least the 
initial DNA damage in the   CAN1   gene occurs in nondividing 
cells during aging and becomes a mutation, deletion, or GCR 
during the fi  rst round of replication. 
  Deletion of oncogene homologue   SCH9  , but 
not severe calorie restriction (CR), blocks 
premature genomic instability in 
  sgs1       mutants 
  We previously showed that yeast lacking   SCH9   or components 
of the Ras  –  PKA pathway are long-lived (  Fabrizio et al., 2001, 
2005  ;   Longo, 2003  ). We, and others, have proposed that the 
down-regulation of the Sch9 and Ras  –  cAMP  –  PKA pathway de-
lays aging and partially mediates the life-span extension caused 
by CR (  Longo and Finch, 2003  ;   Kaeberlein et al., 2005  ). CR is 
a well studied intervention that consistently extends the life 
span of organisms ranging from yeast to mice (  Weindruch and 
and Walford, 1988  ;   Weindruch, 1996  ;   Lin et al., 2000  ;   Fabrizio 
and Longo, 2003  ). Furthermore, recent results from our laboratory 
  Fabre et al., 2002  ;   Onodera et al., 2002  ). The age-dependent 
mutation frequency (Can 
r  ) of the   sgs1-     N50     mutant was also 
elevated on day 1 (  Fig. 2 F  ;   sgs1-     N50    , 3.40   ±   0.74       10 
    6 ; 
  sgs1     SGS1   , 1.62  ±  0.26     10 
    6 ; P  <  0.05) but did not display a sig-
nifi  cant age-dependent increase when compared with   sgs1     SGS1    
cells (  Fig. 2 F  ). Similar Can 
r   frequency results were obtained 
with the   sgs1-hd   allele, which carries a single point mutation in 
the helicase domain and has no detectable DNA helicase activity 
(  Mullen et al., 2000  ;   Fig. 2 F  ). 
  Our data indicate that only the combination of various 
activities of the Sgs1 protein completely protects against age-
dependent Can 
r   mutations. These activities may include some 
that we have not investigated or remain unknown. In contrast, the 
DNA helicase activity appears to be involved in the avoidance of 
a major portion of GCRs during aging (  Fig. 2 G  ). Until day 5 of a 
standard chronological aging study, the   sgs1-hd   allele  showed 
a similar GCR frequency compared with that of   sgs1        mutants. 
At days 9 and 13, the Sgs1-defi  cient strain showed a two- to 
threefold higher GCR frequency compared with   sgs1-hd .  These 
results suggest that the helicase activity of Sgs1 plays a central 
role in the avoidance of age-dependent GCRs but that other do-
mains of Sgs1 also protect against gross chromosomal damage. 
  Hyperhomologous and homeologous 
recombination in aging   sgs1       mutants 
  To determine whether erroneous recombination, previously 
shown to play a major role in GCR occurrence during growth in 
  sgs1        mutants (  Myung et al., 2001  ), might be responsible for 
both Can 
r   mutations and GCRs during aging, we measured the 
frequency of homologous and homeologous recombinational 
events in wild-type and Sgs1-defi  cient strains. We generated wild-
type DBY746 and   sgs1        mutants in which we could measure the 
frequency of recombination between inverted-repeat substrates 
with 100 or 91% homology, as described previously (  Datta et al., 
1996  ). Both homologous and homeologous recombination were 
much higher in   sgs1        mutants compared with wild-type cells on 
day 1 (end of the growth phase;   Fig. 2, H and I  ). During chrono-
logical aging, the frequency of homologous recombinational 
events remained stable up to day 5 and then increased by two to 
threefold in both wild-type and   sgs1        cells. Homeologous re-
combination frequency increased steadily between days 5 and 11 
in both wild-type cells and   sgs1        mutants (  Fig. 2, H and I  ). 
The maximum difference between   sgs1        mutants and wild-type 
cells was observed by day 5  –  7 with the   sgs1      /wild-type  ratio 
reaching 8- and 30-fold for homologous and homeologous recom-
bination, respectively. Based on our data and those of   Myung et al. 
(2001)  , this high level of homeologous recombination is likely to 
contribute to the signifi  cant increase of Can 
r   mutations and GCRs 
observed in the   sgs1        mutants during aging (  Fig. 2 J  ). 
  Age-dependent mutations in   SGS1   deletion 
mutants originate both in nonquiescent and 
quiescent cells 
  The results presented indicate a signifi  cant age-dependent in-
crease in mutation accumulation, GCRs, and recombinational 
events in the Sgs1-defi  cient strain when compared with the wild 
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suggesting that the   sgs   deletion causes genomic instability but 
also prevents the activity of an error-prone repair system that 
causes C → T base substitutions, possibly by promoting recombina-
tion or death instead. Although C  → T  (G → A)  base  substitution 
was absent in   sgs1       , it was present in   sch9     sgs1        ( Table  III ). 
In contrast, lack of   SCH9   further decreased the small DNA 
insertions/deletions that cause Lys 
+   reversions (  Fig. 4 G  ), indi-
cating that NHEJ repair may be reduced in these mutants. 
  To investigate the mechanisms responsible for the protec-
tive effect of lack of   SCH9   against   sgs1        defects, we monitored 
age-dependent changes in cell-cycle profi  les. The deletion of 
  SCH9   in   sgs1        mutants increased the G1 arrest, as shown by the 
FACS analysis data, and caused a major reduction in budding 
index (  Fig. 5, A and B  ; and   Table II  ). Consistently, the frequency 
of chronological age-dependent dedifferentiation was reduced 
from 50% in   sgs1        cultures to 12% in   sch9     sgs1        cultures 
(2 out of 21; P = 0.036 [Fisher’s exact test];   Table I  ). Similarly, 
dedifferentiation was not observed in any of the   sch9     sgs1       
cultures in the SP1 or BY4741 genetic backgrounds, although the 
number of samples was small (  Table I  ). Thus, the deletion of 
  SCH9  reversed the dedifferentiation defects of  sgs1       mutant cells 
by signifi  cantly reducing the budding index and tightening the 
G1 arrest (Fig. S4, A and B). Furthermore, it abolished the age-
dependent increase in Can 
r   mutation frequency originated by 
both nonquiescent and quiescent   sgs1        cells to levels similar to 
those of wild-type cells (Fig. S4 C). 
showed that genomic instability was reduced at all ages in long-
lived mutants lacking   SCH9   (  Fabrizio et al., 2004, 2005  ). In the 
present study, we set out to determine whether the deletion of 
this oncogene homologue could also exert a protective effect 
against premature chronological age-dependent genomic insta-
bility in the   sgs1      -null  mutants. 
  Deletion of   SCH9   led to a signifi  cant CLS increase in 
  sgs1        mutants, although the   sch9     sgs1        double mutant did not 
survive as long as the single   sch9        mutant (  Fig. 4 A   and Fig. S3, 
B and C;   Fabrizio et al., 2001, 2005  ). Notably, CR   sgs1        mu-
tants did not have a signifi  cantly longer mean life span compared 
with   sgs1        mutants in glucose/ethanol medium, although they 
survived better at advanced ages (  Fig. 4 B   and Fig. S5, available 
at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200707154/DC1). 
  Mutations in   SCH9  , but not CR, prevented the age-dependent 
Can 
r   mutations (  Fig. 4, C and D  ) and GCRs (  Fig. 4 E  ) caused by 
Sgs1 defi  ciency. In general, CR showed a positive protective 
trend, which was signifi  cant only at day 5. In agreement with 
the GCR frequency results, we were able to PCR amplify and 
sequence the entire   CAN1   gene in 80% of Can 
r   mutant colonies 
from a day-7   sch9     sgs1        culture but only 50% of the   CAN1  
genes obtained from   sgs1        colonies (  Table III  ). The most likely 
explanation is that GCRs caused a deletion of the region con-
taining the primer sequence for the PCR amplifi  cation. 
  Notably, lack of   SCH9   actually increased   trp1-289   rever-
sions in   sgs1        mutants back to the wild-type level (  Fig. 4 F  ), 
  Figure 3.       Premature genomic instability in   sgs1       mutants originates from both nonquiescent and quiescent cells.   (A) Fractions (%) of recovered cells from 
  sgs1        chronological aging cultures subjected to a Percoll density-gradient separation. (B and C) Budding index (%; B) and   CAN1   mutation frequency (C) 
over time measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   cells are measured in upper and lower fractions. Data are shown as mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 4  –  5). *, P   <   0.05; **, P   <   
0.01 (lower fraction vs. upper fraction). ^, P   <   0.05 (vs. day 3). (D)   CAN1   mutation frequency over time measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   cells of wild-type 
and   sgs1        mutant cells before and after doubling. On days 1, 3, 5, and 7 of a chronological aging study, cells were allowed to undergo one population 
doubling before plating on canavanine selective medium. The mean   ±   SEM is shown (  n   = 4).     75 SCH9 DELETION IN A WERNER/BLOOM MODEL SYSTEM   •   MADIA ET AL.
reduced in   sch9     sgs1        compared with   sgs1        cells  ( Fig.  5, 
C and D  ). Together with the previous studies by Kolodner 
and co-workers, our results suggest that the lack of   SCH9   pre-
vents the age-dependent genomic instability defects in   sgs1       
mutants in part through inhibition of erroneous recombina-
tion between sister chromatids (  Myung et al., 2001;     Myung and 
Kolodner, 2002  ). 
  In the previous section, we showed that the deletion of 
  SGS1   caused a major increase in homologous and homeol-
ogous recombination during chronological aging. To deter-
mine whether the protective effect of   sch9        might be caused 
by attenuating recombination, we monitored age-dependent 
homologous and homeologous recombination frequency. Both 
homologous and homeologous recombination were greatly 
  Figure 4.       Effect of deletion of oncogene homologue   SCH9   and starvation/severe CR on premature aging and genomic instability of   sgs1       mutants.   
(A) Survival of wild type and mutants lacking   SGS1  ,   SCH9  , or both. The mean   ±   SEM is shown (  n   = 12  –  17). *, P   <   0.05; **, P   <   0.01 (  sch9     sgs1        vs. 
  sgs1       ). (B) Survival of wild-type strain and   sgs1        mutant under starvation/CR. Data represent the mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 10  –  16). *, P   <   0.05 (between 
calorie-restricted   sgs1        and wild-type cells). (C) Age-dependent mutation frequency measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   cells of wild type and mutants lacking 
  SGS1   or both   SCH9   and   SGS1  . The mean   ±   SEM is shown (  n   = 12  –  17). *, P   <   0.05 (  sch9     sgs1        vs.   sgs1       ). (D) Age-dependent mutation frequency 
measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   cells of calorie-restricted wild type and mutants lacking   SGS1  . Data represent the mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 10  –  16). *, P   <   0.05 
(calorie-restricted   sgs1        vs.   sgs1        in SDC). (E) GCR frequency measured as Can 
r  5FOA 
r   mutants/10 
8   cells of wild type and mutants lacking   SGS1   or both 
  SCH9   and   SGS1   and calorie-restricted   sgs1        mutant cells. Data represent the mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 7  –  11). *, P   <   0.05; ^, P   <   0.05 (  sch9     sgs1        vs.   sgs1        
in SDC or CR   sgs1     ,   respectively); #, P   <   0.05 (CR   sgs1        vs. SDC   sgs1       ). (F and G) Effect of the   SCH9   deletion on the age-dependent   trp1-289   reversion 
frequency (F) and the rate of small insertion/deletion mutations in the   lys     Bgl   strain (EH150) of   sgs1        mutants (G). The means   ±   SEM are shown (  n   = 7  –  14). 
*, P   <   0.05 (  sch9     sgs1        vs.   sgs1       ).     JCB • VOLUME 180 • NUMBER 1 • 2008  76
a toxin-free medium for up to 5 h. Can 
r   mutations and GCRs 
were measured 30 min and 2 and 5 h after treatment. The lack 
of Sch9 activity protected   sgs1        against  oxidation-dependent 
viability loss as well as Can 
r   mutations and GCRs (  Fig. 6, 
A – C ).  The  deletion  of   SCH9   also partially reversed the hyper-
sensitivity of   sgs1      to chronic treatment with H  2 O 2   ( Fig.  7, 
A and B  ). 
  To determine whether the lack of Sch9 might protect 
against genomic instability in   sgs1        mutants by either pro-
tecting against the initial damage of DNA or enhancing DNA 
repair, we monitored the changes in Can 
r   mutations and GCR 
frequencies upon treatment of oxidant (100 mM hydrogen 
peroxide) or alkylating agent (0.02% MMS). After treatment, 
3-d-old cells were washed four times and allowed to recover in 
  Figure 5.       Effect of lack of   SCH9   on the cell-cycle proﬁ  les and recombinational events of   sgs1       mutants.   (A) Age-dependent variation of the percentage 
of budded cells measured as described in Materials and methods. Data represent the mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 3). (B) Representative cell-cycle proﬁ  le (FACS) of 
wild type and mutants lacking   SGS1   or both   SCH9   and   SGS1  . (C and D) Homologous (C) and homeologous (D) recombination frequency measured as 
His 
+   colonies/10 
6   cells during chronological aging of wild-type,   sgs1       , and   sch9     sgs1        mutants. The mean   ±   SEM is shown (  n   = 4). *, P   <   0.05; **, 
P   <   0.01 (  sch9     sgs1        vs.   sgs1       ).     77 SCH9 DELETION IN A WERNER/BLOOM MODEL SYSTEM   •   MADIA ET AL.
cating that superoxide is a major contributor to age-dependent 
mutations (  Fabrizio et al., 2003, 2004  ). 
  Discussion 
  Mutations in the human WRN and BLM RecQ helicases cause 
accelerated aging (WS) and premature age-dependent cancer 
(BS), respectively. Because   S. cerevisiae   is known to express 
only one RecQ helicase, the combination of the deletion of the 
  SGS1   gene and CLS analysis provides a simple system to study 
the fundamental role of RecQ helicases in age-dependent geno-
mic instability. Whereas Sgs1-defi  cient strains either had a 
normal or slightly decreased CLS when maintained in standard 
glucose/ethanol medium, they showed increased mortality 
under starvation/extreme CR (  Fig. 4 B  , water) or when treated 
with hydrogen peroxide or the mutagen MMS (  Fig. 1, A and B  ). 
  sgs1        mutants showed early dedifferentiation and regrowth 
phenotype associated with G1 arrest defi  ciencies and a three- to 
fourfold increase of budding index (  Fig. 1, E and F  ; and   Table I  ) 
  Although the majority of   sgs1        cells died after 2-h treat-
ment with hydrogen peroxide, the survivors showed a 20-fold 
increase of Can 
r   mutation frequency and a 65-fold increase in 
GCR frequency (  Fig. 6, B and C  ). To exclude the possibility 
that this increase in DNA damage in both wild-type and   sgs1       
cells was not representative of the damage caused by oxidative 
treatment but rather a characteristic of very sick cells, both 
strains were exposed to a reduced dose of hydrogen peroxide 
(50 mM). The lower dose of hydrogen peroxide had a smaller 
effect on cell death but caused DNA damage comparable to that 
at the higher dose (unpublished data). 
  In contrast to the results with oxidative stress, cells lack-
ing   SGS1   died after treatment with MMS, even in combination 
with   sch9        mutations (  Fig. 6 D  ). Although the lack of   SCH9  
protected against MMS-induced Can 
r   mutations, it did not pro-
tect against GCRs (  Fig. 6, D and F  ). These results indicate that 
the   SCH9   deletion protects against DNA damage in   sgs1        mu-
tants in part by preventing the initial oxidation-dependent DNA 
damage, which is in agreement with our previous results indi-
  Figure 6.       Effect of lack of   SCH9   on the time-
dependent repair of oxidation or alkylation-
induced mutations in   sgs1       mutants.   (A  –  C) 
Survival of wild-type (DBY746),   sgs1       , or 
  sch9     sgs1        mutants after 30 min of exposure 
to 100 mM H  2  O  2   (A). After treatment, cells 
were centrifuged, washed four times, and re-
suspended in H  2  O  2  -free medium obtained from 
day-3 wild-type culture. Mutation frequency, 
measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   cells (B) and 
GCRs (Can 
r  5FOA 
r   mutants/10 
8  cells; C), was 
monitored at the indicated times (30 min and 
2 and 5 h). (D) Survival of wild-type,   sgs1       , 
or   sch9     sgs1        mutants after exposure to 
0.02% MMS for 50 min. After treatment, cells 
were centrifuged, washed four times, and re-
suspended in MMS-free medium obtained from 
day-3 wild-type culture. Mutation frequency, 
measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   cells (E) and 
GCRs (F; Can 
r  5FOA 
r   mutants/10 
8  cells), was 
monitored at the indicated times (30 min and 
2 and 5 h). In both experiments,     30 min was 
the minimum required time from the end of 
treatment to centrifuge, wash, and resuspend 
the cells before plating. The mean   ±   SEM is 
shown (  n   = 3).     JCB • VOLUME 180 • NUMBER 1 • 2008  78
domain, or the Top3-binding domain of Sgs1 did not show similar 
levels of Can 
r   mutations when compared with cells lacking the 
entire protein (  sgs1     ). An alternative explanation is that addi-
tional domains that are important for genomic stability remain to 
be identifi  ed. In contrast, the lack of the DNA helicase domain of 
Sgs1 was suffi  cient to cause a major age-dependent increase in 
the formation of GCRs, whereas at advanced ages this increase 
was lower than that caused by the deletion of the entire   SGS1  
gene (  Fig. 2 G  ,   sgs1      ). 
  It is remarkable that the age-dependent frequency of GCRs 
that occurred in nondividing cells reached a level that was 40-fold 
higher than that obtained after many cycles of cell divisions re-
quired to reach a population density of    100   ×   10 
6   cells on day 1. 
This underscores the importance of performing age-dependent 
studies in addition to studies in the growth phase. 
  The following results suggest that reduced recombination 
is a key component of the protective effect of the lack of   SCH9  
against the premature aging phenotypes caused by the deletion 
of   SGS1  : The protection against age-dependent Can 
r   mutations 
and GCR, but not trp, reversions (  Fig. 4, C, E, and F  ); the rever-
sion in   sch9     sgs1        of the major increase in the rate of homolo-
gous and homeologous recombination caused by the deletion of 
  SGS1   (  Fig. 5, C and D  ); the attenuation of GCRs confi  rmed by 
the frequency results and the sequencing data (a lack of major 
portions of the   CAN1   gene observed in only 20% of   sch9     sgs1       
but 50% of   sgs1       ;   Fig. 4 E   and   Table III  ); and previous studies 
conclude that homeologous recombination plays a central role in 
GCRs in growing   sgs1      cells (Myung et al., 2001). 
  The other major protective effect caused by the deletion of 
  SCH9   appears to be the prevention of the initial DNA damage. 
In fact,   sch9     sgs1        cells were protected against both acute 
and chronic treatment with hydrogen peroxide (  Figs. 6 and 7  ). 
The acute oxidative stress experiments suggest that   sch9        is 
blocking the initial DNA damage or mutations rather than 
increasing the rate of repair. This protection is likely to involve 
antioxidant enzymes as well as additional protective systems 
(  Longo et al., 1996, 1999  ;   Fabrizio et al., 2003  ). 
  The G1-arrest defects of   sgs1        could explain the sixfold 
increase in the percentage of age-dependent dedifferentiation 
(  Fig. 1   and   Table I  ). These defects, which may derive from the 
lack of the cell-cycle arrest C200 domain of Sgs1, are reversed 
by the deletion of   SCH9   (  Fig. 5   and   Table I  ). In contrast, the 
fi  nding that the frequency of age-dependent mutations is higher 
in the quiescent fraction of   sgs1        cells compared with the non-
quiescent fraction suggests that the cell-cycle defects are not a 
major promoter of mutation (  Fig. 3  ). One possibility is that a 
major portion of the   sgs1        cells that have DNA damage but fail to 
arrest, die, possibly because of double-strand breaks. Starvation/
extreme CR showed a promising protective trend but not a sig-
nifi  cant effect against genomic instability during most of the 
CLS of   sgs1        mutants. Although further experiments in yeast 
and other model systems should be performed to test further the 
role of CR against age-dependent DNA damage, these results 
are consistent with our previous conclusion that even extreme 
CR is not as effective as mutations in  SCH9  in protecting against 
age-dependent damage and aging (  Fig. 4   and Fig. S5;   Longo, 
1997  ;   Longo et al., 1997  ;   Fabrizio et al., 2005  ). 
reminiscent of the early cancer phenotype of BS. This early/
increased dedifferentiation phenotype was observed in three 
different genetic backgrounds. 
  In agreement with the studies performed in dividing 
  S. cerevisiae   (  Myung et al., 2001  ), young (day 1) Sgs1-defi  cient 
cultures displayed a frequency of   CAN1   mutations similar to that 
of wild type in two different genetic backgrounds (DBY746 and 
BY4741). However, a higher increase in age-dependent   CAN1  
mutation frequency and GCR formation occurred in   sgs1        mu-
tants compared with wild-type cells (  Fig. 2, A and B  ). Notably, 
specifi  c base substitutions (C  →  T) and small DNA insertion/
deletion mutations were actually reduced in aging   sgs1      mutants, 
which raises the possibility that the higher rate of recombination 
between sister chromatids performed in these mutants replaces 
other types of error-prone repair systems that cause base substi-
tutions or small insertions/deletions. Interestingly, the loss of 
multiple Sgs1-dependent functions might be at the base of part 
of the age-dependent DNA damage in   sgs1        cells because cells 
lacking only the helicase domain, the C-terminal checkpoint 
  Figure 7.       Protective effect of lack of   SCH9   against oxidative stress in 
  sgs1       mutants.   (A and B) Chronological survival (A) and mutation fre-
quency (B) over time in the   CAN1   gene, measured as Can 
r   mutants/10 
6   
cells of   sgs1        and   sch9     sgs1        cells, either untreated or chronically (days 
1 and 3) exposed to 1 mM H  2  O  2  . Data represent the mean   ±   SEM (  n   = 4). 
*, P   <   0.05; **, P   <   0.01 (  sch9     sgs1       -treated vs.   sgs1       -treated cells).     79 SCH9 DELETION IN A WERNER/BLOOM MODEL SYSTEM   •   MADIA ET AL.
measuring colony-forming units (CFUs) every 48 h. The number of CFUs on 
day 1 was considered as the initial survival (100%) and was used to deter-
mine the age-dependent mortality. CLS was also monitored by counting 
yeast cells stained with 0.01 mg/ml phloxin B using a standard hemo-
cytometer chamber (  Kucsera et al., 2000  ). For life-span experiments in water 
(CR), yeast were grown in SDC for 3 d, washed with sterile distilled water, 
and resuspended in water. Yeast cells were washed with water every 48 h 
to avoid the accumulation of nutrient release from dead cells. 
  Stress-resistance assays 
  Heat-shock resistance was measured by spotting serial dilutions of cells re-
moved from day-3 postdiauxic-phase cultures onto yeast extract peptone 
dextrose medium (YPD) plates and incubating at 55 (heat shocked) and 
30  °  C (control) for 90 min. After heat shock, plates were transferred at 
30  °  C and incubated for 2  –  3 d. 
  For oxidative stress  –  resistance assays, acute treatment exponentially 
growing (OD  600   = 1) or day-3 postdiauxic-phase cells were diluted to an 
OD  600   of 0.1 in potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, and treated with 
250      M menadione for 60 min. Serial dilutions of untreated and menadione-
treated cells were spotted onto YPD plates and incubated at 30  °  C for 2  –  3 d. 
Alternatively, cells were diluted to an OD of 1 in potassium phosphate 
buffer, pH 6, and treated with 100 mM hydrogen peroxide for 30 min. 
  SDC liquid medium cell cultures were also chronically treated with 
either 1 mM hydrogen peroxide or 0.001% MMS on days 1 and 3 of a 
typical chronological aging study. 
  Mutation-frequency measurements 
  Spontaneous mutation frequency was evaluated by measuring the frequency 
of mutations of the   CAN1   (  YEL063  ) gene. In brief, overnight inoculations were 
diluted in liquid SDC medium and incubated at 30  °  C. Cell viability was mea-
sured every 2 d starting at day 1 by plating appropriate dilutions onto YPD 
plates and counting the CFUs. To identify the canavanine-resistant mutants 
(Can 
r  ) in the liquid culture, an appropriate number of cells (starting amount, 
2       10 
7   cells) was harvested by centrifugation, washed once with sterile 
water, and plated on selective medium (SDC-ARG supplemented with 60      g/ml   
L-  canavanine sulfate). Mutant colonies were counted after 3  –  4 d. The mutation 
frequency was expressed as the ratio of Can 
r   over total viable cells. 
  The Can 
r   mutator phenotype can be conferred by any mutations that 
block the expression of the   CAN1   gene (  Chen and Kolodner, 1999  ). Thus, 
we measured base substitutions, small insertions/deletions, or GCRs to 
speciﬁ  cally characterize the age-dependent type of mutations occurring in 
wild-type and mutant strains (  Madia et al., 2007  ). 
  Large-scale measurement of GCRs 
  To detect GCRs, we generated a DBY476 background strain in which we 
replaced   HXT13   (  YEL069  ), encoding for a highly redundant hexose trans-
porter, with a   URA3   cassette as described by   Chen and Kolodner (1999)  . 
  HXT13   is located 7.5 kb telomeric to   CAN1   on chromosome V. The experi-
ment was conducted similarly to that described for the   can1   mutations but 
the detection for the loss of both   CAN1   and   URA3   was performed on SDC-
ARG plates containing 1 mg/ml 5-ﬂ  uoroorotic acid (5FOA) and     60      g/ml   
L-  canavanine. Mutant colonies were counted after 3  –  4 d. 
  Measurement of age-dependent small insertion/deletion mutations 
  Based on the experimental design proposed by   Heidenreich et al. (2003)   
and   Heidenreich and Wintersberger (1998)  , we generated   sgs1        and 
  sch9     sgs1        mutants in a Lys 
       strain (EH150) in which a lys2     BglII muta-
tion was constructed by ﬁ  lling in a BglII restriction site of the   LYS2   gene. 
The resulting +4 shift in the ORF causes an auxotrophy for lysine that can 
be reversed by small age-dependent insertion/deletion mutations. Using these 
strains, we have monitored the age-dependent insertion/deletion events 
after plating 10 
8   cells on selective SDC-LYS plates. The experiments were 
performed similarly to that described for the   can1   mutations. 
  Measurement of age-dependent single-base substitution mutations. 
  To monitor the frequency of reversion of a base substitution, we used the 
strain DBY746, which carries a   trp1-289   amber mutation (C  →  T at residue 
403 of the coding sequence), and measured the frequency of   trp1-289   to 
Trp 
+   reversions (  Capizzi and Jameson, 1973  ). The experimental protocol 
was similar to the one described for the small insertion/deletion mutations 
detection. 10 
8   cells were plated onto selective medium (SDC-TRP). The experi-
ments were performed similarly to that described for the   can1   mutations. 
  Recombination assay 
  To monitor the level of homologous (100%) and homeologous (91%) re-
combination during chronological aging, we generated mutants in which 
  We previously showed that superoxide plays a primary role 
in chronological age-dependent DNA damage and mutations. 
Our model is that the DNA damage caused by oxidative and other 
types of stress accumulated during aging in nondividing cells gen-
erates double-strand breaks during the fi  rst round of replication 
after the exit from G  0  . Cells lacking   SGS1   attempt to repair this 
damage by homologous recombination between sister chromatids 
but generate a large number of GCRs, especially at advanced age. 
  This study raises the possibility that down-regulation of 
Akt/mTOR/S6kinase or upstream proteins implicated in life-
span regulation may protect against age-dependent DNA dam-
age and cancer, including the premature defects observed in WS 
and BS (  Hasty and Vijg, 2002  ). Naturally, the connection be-
tween oncogenes or protooncogenes and age-dependent geno-
mic instability demonstrated in the   S. cerevisiae   model must fi  rst 
be established in higher eukaryotes. However, our fi  ndings are 
consistent with the recent observation that in the  Ercc1  
    /     mouse, 
a model of the human XPF progeroid syndrome, the growth 
hormone/IGF1 hormonal axis is suppressed in response to cyto-
toxic DNA damage ( Niedernhofer et al., 2006 ;  Vijg and Suh, 2006 ), 
which raises the possibility that reduced IGF-I  –  Akt  –  mTOR  –
  S6kinase signaling might protect against the accelerated rate of 
DNA damage in this model. Furthermore, these mice showed 
similar patterns of metabolic and growth changes to those 
already observed under CR conditions (  Spindler, 2005  ). Thus, it 
will be important to determine whether the down-regulation of 
the  IGF-I – Akt – mTOR – S6kinase  pathway  may  have  a  similar 
effect in protection of mouse model systems for WS and BS. 
  Materials and methods 
  Yeast strains and growth conditions 
  The majority of the experiments were performed in DBY746 (  MAT     ,leu2-3,
112,his3     1,trp1-289,ura3-52,GAL 
+    ; provided by D. Botstein, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA). Strains BY4741 
(  MATa,his3     1leu2     0,met15     0,ura3     0  ; Open Biosystems) and SP1 (  MAT     ,
his,leu2,ura3,trp1,ade8 can1  ; provided by J. Valentine, University of 
California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA) were used to conﬁ   rm the 
re  sults obtained with DBY746. Strain EH150   (MATa,lys2     BglII,trp1-     ,his3-
     200,ura3-52,ade2-1o  ) was used for the small insertion/deletion mutation 
assay (provided by E. Heidenreich, Institute of Cancer Research, Medical 
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria).The   sch9        mutant has been described 
previously (  Fabrizio et al., 2001  ). 
  All the mutant strains were originated in the different backgrounds 
by one-step gene replacement according to   Brachmann et al. (1998)  . 
To generate the   sgs1   mutated derivatives, we used the following plasmids: 
pJM526 (  SGS1  ), pJM511 (  sgs1-hd)  , pJM531 (  sgs1-DN50)  , and pJM512 
(  sgs1-DC200  ; provided by B. Johnson, University of Pennsylvania School 
of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA;   Mullen et al., 2000  ). Each plasmid was 
digested with BStEII and transformed in DBY746. Proper integration of a 
single copy of each   sgs1   mutant at the   LEU2   locus was conﬁ  rmed by PCR. 
Strains for intron-based inverted-repeat recombination assay were con-
structed using plasmids provided by S. Jinks-Robertson (Emory University, 
Atlanta, GA;   Datta et al., 1996  ). Plasmids pRS406 (carrying two 100% 
homologous inverted repeats [IRs]) and pRS407 (carrying two 91% homol-
ogous IRs) were linearized with StuI before transformation.   Ura 
+     transformants 
with a single copy of integrated HIS3::intron-IR cassette derived from 
wild-type (DBY746),   sgs1       , or   sch9          sgs1        strains were used for recom-
bination assay. CLS of cells incubated in either minimal medium containing 
glucose (synthetic dextrose complete [SDC]) or water was measured as de-
scribed previously (  Fabrizio and Longo, 2003  ). In brief, yeast were grown 
in synthetic medium (SDC) containing 2% glucose and supplemented with 
amino acids, adenine, and uracil (as previously described in   Kaiser et al. 
[1994]  ), as well as a fourfold excess of the supplements tryptophan, leu-
cine, uracil, and histidine. CLS was monitored in expired SDC medium by JCB • VOLUME 180 • NUMBER 1 • 2008  80
  Statistical analysis 
  Longevity curves and mutation-frequency curves were analyzed by either
      t   test (P   <   0.001, P   <   0.01, and P   <   0.05) or Mann-Whitney test on the 
data for each pair of strains at each day of the chronological aging study. 
Fisher  ’  s exact test was used to compare the percentage of dedifferentiation 
between wild-type,   sgs1       , and   sch9     sgs1        mutant cultures. 
  Online supplemental material 
  Fig. S1 shows chronological survival of   sgs1        in BY4741 and SP1 back-
grounds. Fig. S2 shows the methods of monitoring age-dependent muta-
tion frequency using CLS. Fig. S3 shows premature genomic instability 
in the   sgs1        mutant in the BY4741 background and the effect of lack 
of   SCH9   on premature aging in the   sgs1        mutant in the BY4741 and 
SP1 backgrounds. Fig. S4 shows the separation of quiescent and non-
quiescent cells, through a Percoll density gradient, from chronologically 
aging wild-type and   sch9     sgs1        cultures. Fig. S5 shows the effect of 
lack of   SCH9   and CR on survival and mutation frequency of the   sgs1        
mutant. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/
cgi/content/full/jcb.200707154/DC1. 
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